CASE STUDY

HealthcareData Company
proves IT security posture
to clients by leveraging the
HITRUST CSF with Coalfire
AT A GLANCE

CHALLENGE
HealthcareData Company provides audit and research services that enable

Key customers requested

pharmacies, state agencies, and other health organizations to remain

HealthcareData Company

successful through proper data collection, management, and reporting.

obtain a third-party

Given the nature of its business, HealthcareData Company handles millions

attestation regarding its

of records containing sensitive personal information that must remain

strength and security

secure at all times.

posture in protecting

HealthcareData Company often partners with clients, including healthcare

health information. By

plans, that require HITRUST certification.

leveraging HITRUST,

In 2016, a key long-term client requested that HealthcareData Company

HealthcareData Company

obtain a third-party attestation regarding the strength of its security

decreased the amount

posture in protecting personal health information (PHI).

of time spent responding

Knowing these requests were going to become increasingly common, Peter

to client security audits,

Ackroyd, chief information security officer for HealthcareData Company,

as well as significantly

realized the company needed to prepare if it wanted to continue providing

reduced risks – a key

services to the healthcare industry.

differentiator when

“I researched the who and the what with HITRUST,” explained Ackroyd.

pursuing new clients

“Shortly after, I attended HITRUST Academy to learn more about the

and maintaining

process. These activities began my investigation into the HTIRUST, data

existing contracts.

security, and risk management world. Once I received more knowledge
about the HITRUST process, I contacted several assessor firms to get
a feel for costs and services based on the size and business needs of
HealthcareData Company.”
After comparing four different companies, HealthcareData Company
determined Coalfire was the best fit. “We looked at a number of assessors,
but Coalfire was a natural choice for several reasons,” said Ackroyd.
“Coalfire has built its healthcare practice around a ‘security-first’ mindset.
On top of that, Coalfire is appointed to the HITRUST Assessor Council.”
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Coalfire started the HITRUST engagement with a

HealthcareData Company achieved its HITRUST

pre-assessment that introduced HealthcareData

certification in August 2017, and can now swiftly

Company to project timelines, resource allocation,

respond to client security assessment inquires. “We

and the HITRUST Common Security Framework

have significantly reduced risks as we now do various

(CSF) methodology, as well as characterized the

things to maintain a dynamic security environment –

PHI environment, requirements identification, and

from technical security to physical security and

assessment configuration. Coalfire provided a

monitoring systems and compliance calendars,”

comprehensive list of documentation required by

said Ackroyd.

the HITRUST CSF and directed the company to
upload its policy and process documentation to
the CoalfireOnesm portal, Coalfire’s cloud-based

“Coalfire always has the professional advice

risk management and document-sharing platform.

that helps our company navigate the tricky

During this time, Coalfire completed a HIPAA risk

world of data security.”

assessment for HealthcareData Company. Then
Coalfire comprehensively reviewed the compliance

- PETER ACKROYD, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER,
HEALTHCAREDATA COMPANY

documentation, performed a physical walkthrough,
and conducted on-site sampling and testing
on all operational and network infrastructure
services and implementations within the corporate
environment. After the onsite visit, Coalfire scored the
implementation requirements using the MyCSF tool.
“Coalfire’s attention to service was bar none,” said
Ackroyd. “My assigned HIPAA and HITRUST project
assessors were very knowledgeable and professional.
They were able to tell me what the requirements were
looking for and how we needed to meet them.”

Coalfire is the cybersecurity advisor that helps private and public sector organizations avert threats, close gaps, and effectively manage
risk. By providing independent and tailored advice, assessments, technical testing, and cyber engineering services, we help clients develop
scalable programs that improve their security posture, achieve their business objectives, and fuel their continued success. Coalfire has been
a cybersecurity thought leader for more than 17 years and has offices throughout the United States and Europe. Coalfire.com
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